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Abstract
Let G be a directed graph with n vertices and m edges, embedded on a surface S, possibly
with boundary, with first Betti number β . We consider the complexity of finding closed
directed walks in G that are either contractible (trivial in homotopy) or bounding (trivial in
integer homology) in S. Specifically, we describe algorithms to determine whether G contains
a simple contractible cycle in O(n+m) time, or a contractible closed walk in O(n+m) time,
or a bounding closed walk in O(β(n+m)) time. Our algorithms rely on subtle relationships
between strong connectivity in G and in the dual graph G?; our contractible-closed-walk
algorithm also relies on a seminal topological result of Hass and Scott. We also prove that
detecting simple bounding cycles is NP-hard.
We also describe three polynomial-time algorithms to compute shortest contractible
closed walks, depending on whether the fundamental group of the surface is free, abelian,
or hyperbolic. A key step in our algorithm for hyperbolic surfaces is the construction of
a context-free grammar with O(g2L2) non-terminals that generates all contractible closed
walks of length at most L, and only contractible closed walks, in a system of quads of genus
g ≥ 2. Finally, we show that computing shortest simple contractible cycles, shortest simple
bounding cycles, and shortest bounding closed walks are all NP-hard.
So they did what any savvy business would do.
They hired a consultant. They brought in a contractor.
I’m sorry, not a contractor—a contractor.
A man whomade words smaller by combining them
or apostrophizing them.
—Gary Gulman, Conan, July 13, 2016
∗Research on this paper was partially supported by NSF grant CCF-1408763. An extended abstract of this paper will be
presented at the 33rd International Symposium on Computational Geometry [33].
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1 Introduction
A key step in several algorithms for surface graphs is finding a shortest closed walk and/or simple cycle
in the input graph with some interesting topological property. There is a large body of work on finding
short interesting walks and cycles in undirected surface graphs, starting with Thomassen’s seminal 3-path
condition [54,63]. For example, efficient algorithms are known for computing shortest non-contractible
and non-separating cycles [7, 12, 29,30,50], shortest contractible closed walks [10], simple cycles that
are shortest in their own homotopy class [11], and shortest closed walks in a given homotopy [19] or
homology class [31], and for detecting simple cycles that are either contractible, non-contractible, or
non-separating [9]. On the other hand, several related problems are known to be NP-hard, including
computing shortest splitting closed walks [13], computing shortest separating cycles [6], computing
shortest closed walks in a given homology class [14], and deciding whether a surface graph contains a
simple separating or splitting cycle [9].
Directed surface graphs are much less understood, in part because they do not share convenient
properties of undirected graphs, such as Thomassen’s 3-path condition [54,63], or the assumption that if
shortest paths are unique, then two shortest paths cross at most once [28]. The first progress in this
direction was a pair of algorithms by Cabello, Colin de Verdière, and Lazarus [8], which compute shortest
non-contractible and non-separating cycles in directed surface graphs, with running times O(n2 logn) and
O(g1/2n3/2 logn). Erickson and Nayyeri described an algorithm to compute the shortest non-separating
cycles in 2O(g)n logn time [31]. Later Fox [37] described algorithms to compute shortest non-contractible
cycles in O(β3n logn) time and shortest non-separating cycles in O(β2n logn) time on surfaces with first
Betti number β . (For all these bounds, the input size n is the total number of vertices, edges, and faces
of the input graph.)
This paper describes the first algorithms and hardness results for finding topologically trivial closed
walks in directed surface graphs. Our results extend similar results of Cabello, Colin de Verdière, and
Lazarus [6,9] for undirected surface graphs; however, our algorithms require several new techniques,
both in design and analysis. (On the other hand, our NP-hardness proofs are actually simpler than the
corresponding proofs for undirected graphs!)
We present results for eight different problems, determined by three independent design choices.
First, we consider two types of “trivial” closed walks: contractible walks, which can be continuously
deformed to a point, and bounding walks, which are weighted sums of face boundaries. Simple bounding
cycles are also called separating cycles. (See Section 2 for more detailed definitions.) Second, like
Cabello et al. [6,8,9], we carefully distinguish between closed walks and simple cycles throughout the
paper. Finally, we consider two different goals: deciding whether a given directed graph contains a
trivial cycle or closed walk, and finding the shortest trivial cycle or closed walk in a given directed graph
(possibly with weighted edges). Crucially, our algorithms do not assume that the faces of the input
embedding are open disks. Our results are summarized in Table 1.
Structure Surface Any Shortest
Simple contractible cycle O(n) NP-hard
Contractible closed walk annulus O(n) O(n2 log logn)
torus O(n) O(n3 log logn)
with boundary O(n) O(β5n3)
other O(n) O(β6n9)
Simple bounding cycle NP-hard NP-hard
Bounding closed walk O(βn) NP-hard
Table 1. Our results; β is the first Betti number of the underlying surface.
2 Topologically Trivial Closed Walks in Directed Surface Graphs
In Section 3, we describe linear-time algorithms to determine whether a directed surface graph
contains a simple contractible cycle or a contractible closed walk, matching similar algorithms for
undirected graphs by Cabello et al. [9]. Our algorithms are elementary: After removing some obviously
useless edges, we report success if and only if some face of the embedding has a (simple) contractible
boundary. However, the proofs of correctness require careful analysis of the dual graphs, and the
correctness proof for contractible closed walks relies on a subtle topological lemma of Hass and Scott [42].
We emphasize that these problems are nontrivial for directed graphs even if every face of the input
embedding is a disk; see Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1. A cellularly embedded directed graph with no contractible or bounding closed walks.
In Section 4, we describe an algorithm to determine whether a directed surface graph contains a
bounding closed walk in O(βn) time.1 Our algorithm exploits a careful analysis of the interplay between
strong connectivity in the input graph G and its dual graph G?. With some additional effort, our algorithm
can return an explicit description of a bounding closed walk in O(n2) time if one exists; we prove that this
quadratic upper bound is optimal. This problem can also be reduced to finding zero cycles in periodic (or
“dynamic”) graphs [18,44,49]. A periodic graph is a graph whose edges are labeled with integer vectors;
a zero cycle is a closed walk whose edge labels sum to the zero vector. However, all algorithms known for
finding zero cycles rely on linear programming, and thus are much more complex and much less efficient
than the specialized algorithm we present.
In Section 5, we prove that detecting simple bounding cycles, finding shortest simple contractible
cycles, and finding shortest bounding closed walks are all NP-hard. Cabello [6] described an algorithm to
compute the shortest simple contractible cycle in an undirected surface graph in O(n2 logn) time; thus,
our reduction for that problem makes essential use of the fact that the input graph is directed. Cabello
and [6] and Cabello et al. [9] proved that the other two problems are NP-hard in undirected surface
graphs. Our NP-hardness proofs closely follow theirs but are slightly simpler.
Finally, in Sections 6 and 7, we describe three polynomial-time algorithms to compute shortest
contractible closed walks. Each of our algorithms is designed for a different class of surfaces, depending
whether the surface’s fundamental group is abelian (the annulus and the torus), free (any surface with
boundary), or hyperbolic (everything else). Our algorithm for the annulus and torus uses a standard
covering-space construction, together with a recent algorithm of Mozes et al. [56]. For graphs on surfaces
with boundary, we exploit the fact that the set of trivial words for any finitely-generated free group is a
context-free language [57,62]; this observation allows us to reduce to a small instance of the CFG shortest
path problem [3, 64]. Our algorithm for hyperbolic surfaces also reduces to CFG shortest paths; the
main technical hurdle is the construction of an appropriate context-free grammar. Specifically, for any
integers g ≥ 2 and L ≥ 1, we construct a context-free grammar with O(g2L2) nonterminals, in Chomsky
normal form, that generates all contractible closed walks of length L, and only contractible closed
walks, in a canonical genus-g surface map called a system of quads [34,51]. Our grammar construction
1This problem is straightforward for undirected surface graphs, even if we forbid bounding walks with spurs. A connected
undirected surface graph supports a spur-free bounding walk if and only if it has either (1) more than one face or (2) more
edges than vertices.
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exploits classical geometric properties of hyperbolic tilings: linear isoperimetry [21, 22] and exponential
growth [53].
2 Background
Directed Graphs
Let G be an arbitrary directed graph, possibly with loops and parallel edges. Each edge of G is directed
from one endpoint, called its tail, to the other endpoint, called its head. An edge is a loop if its head and
tail coincide. At the risk of confusing the reader, we sometimes write uv to denote an edge with tail u
and head v.
A walk in G is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges v0v1 · · ·v`, where vivi+1 is an
edge in G for each index i; this walk is closed if v0 = v`. A simple cycle is a closed walk that visits each
vertex at most once. The concatenation of two walks ω= v0 · · ·vk−1vk and ω′ = vkvk+1 · · ·v`
is the walk ω ·ω′ := v0 · · · vk−1vkvk+1 · · ·v`.
An edge cut in a directed graph G is a nonempty subset X of edges such that G\X has two components,
one containing the tails of edges in X , and other containing the heads of edges in X . A directed graph is
strongly connected if it contains a directed walk from any vertex to any other vertex, or equivalently, if it
contains no edge cuts.
An (integer) circulation in a directed graph G is a function φ : E(G)→ N that satisfies a balance
constraint
∑
uvφ(uv) = ∑vwφ(vw) for every vertex v. The support of a circulation φ is the
subset of edges e such that φ(e) > 0. An Euler tour of a circulation φ is a closed walk that traverses
each edge e exactly φ(e) times; such a walk exists if and only if the support of φ is connected.
Surfaces, Embeddings, and Duality
A surface is a 2-manifold, possibly with boundary. A surface is orientable if it does not contain a Möbius
band; we explicitly consider only orientable surfaces in this paper.2 A closed curve on a surface S is (the
image of) a continuous map γ: S1 ,→ S; a closed curve is simple if this map is injective. The boundary
∂S of S consists of disjoint simple closed curves;the interior of S is the complement S◦ = S \ ∂S. The
genus of S is the maximum number of disjoint simple closed curves in S◦ whose deletion leaves the
surface connected. Up to homeomorphism, there is exactly one orientable surface S with genus g and b
boundary cycles, for any non-negative integers g and b. The first Betti number of S is either 2g if b = 0,
or 2g + b− 1 if b > 0.
An embedding of a graph G on a surface S is a continuous map that sends vertices of G to distinct
points in S◦, and sends edges to interior-disjoint simple paths in S◦ from their tails to their heads. In
particular, if G contains two anti-parallel edges uv and its reversal vu, those edges are embedded as
interior-disjoint paths. The embedding of G maps every (simple) closed walk in G to a (simple) closed
curve in S◦; we usually do not distinguish between a closed walk in G and its image in S.
We explicitly consider graphs with loops and parallel edges; however, without loss of generality, we
assume that no loop edge is the boundary of a disk, and no two parallel edges are the boundary of a disk.
(That is, no edge is contractible, and no two edges are homotopic.) With this assumption, Euler’s formula
implies that a graph with n vertices on a surface with first Betti number β has at most O(n+ β) edges.
A face of the embedding is a component of the complement of the image of the graph. An embedding
is cellular if every face is homeomorphic to an open disk. Unlike most previous papers, we explicitly
2As in previous papers [19,35,51], all of the problems we consider can be solved for graphs on nonorientable surfaces, with
similar running times, by lifting to the oriented double cover.
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consider non-cellular graph embeddings; a single face may have disconnected boundary and/or positive
genus. Each directed edge e in a surface graph lies on the boundary of two (possibly equal) faces, called
the left shore and right shore of e. We sometimes write f  f ′ to denote a directed edge whose left shore
is f and whose right shore is f ′. A boundary face of the embedding is any face that intersects the
boundary of S.
A dual walk is an alternating sequence of faces and edges f0 f1 · · · f`, where fi fi+1 is an edge
in G for each index i. A dual walk is closed if its initial face f0 and final face f` coincide; a dual walk is
simple if the faces fi are distinct (except possibly f0 = f`). A simple closed dual walk is called a cocycle.
Every minimal edge cut in a surface graph is the disjoint union of at most g + 1 cocycles; in particular,
every minimal edge cut in a planar directed graph is a cocycle and vice versa.
Every surface embedding of a directed graph G defines a directed dual graph G?, with one vertex f ?
for each face f of G, and one edge e? for each edge e of G. Specifically, for any edge e in G, the
corresponding dual edge satisfies tail(e?) = left(e)? and head(e?) = right(e)?. The dual graph G? can be
embedded on the same surface S; however, unless the embedding of G is cellular, the embedding of G? is
not unique. As a consequence, we will treat G? exclusively as an abstract directed graph. Every dual walk
in G corresponds to a walk in G?; in particular, every cocycle in G corresponds to a cycle in G?.
f g g*f*
Figure 2.1. Duality in directed surface graphs
Contractible and Bounding
Let α: [0,1]→ S and β : [0,1]→ S be two (not necessarily simple) paths in S with the same endpoints.
A homotopy between α and β is a continuous function h: [0,1]2→ S such that h(s, 0) = α(0) = β(0)
and h(s, 1) = α(1) = β(1) for all s, and h(0, t) = α(t) and h(1, t) = β(t) for all t. Two paths are
homotopic, or in the same homotopy class, if there is a homotopy between them.
A closed curve γ in S is contractible in S if it can be continuously deformed on S to a single point, or
more formally, if there is a homotopy from γ to a constant function. A closed walk in a surface graph is
contractible if its image under the embedding is a contractible closed curve. The concatenation of two
contractible closed walks is contractible. A simple closed curve (or a simple cycle in G) is contractible
in S if and only if it is the boundary of a disk in S [27].
Mirroring classical terminology for curves in the plane [1,58], an Alexander numbering for a surface
graph G is a function α: F(G)→ Z that assigns an integer to each face of G, such that α( f ) = 0 for every
boundary face f . The boundary ∂α of an Alexander numbering α is a circulation, defined by setting
∂α(e) = α(left(e))− α(right(e)). A closed walk is bounding if and only if it is an Euler tour of some
boundary circulation. Equivalently, a closed walk (or its underlying circulation) is bounding if and only if
its integer homology class is trivial. (We refer to reader to Hatcher [43], Giblin [39], or Edelsbrunner
and Harer [25] for a more through introduction to homology.) On the sphere or the plane, every closed
walk is bounding, and every circulation is a boundary circulation; however, these equivalences do not
extend to other surfaces. (See Figure 1.1.) A simple cycle γ in G is bounding in S if and only if S \ γ is
disconnected; simple bounding cycles are usually called separating. The concatenation of two bounding
closed walks is bounding.
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For example, Figure 2.2 shows an Alexander numbering for a directed graph on a surface of genus 2,
which has three vertices, six edges, and three faces. The boundary circulation of this Alexander
numbering has value 2 on both loops and value 1 on the four edges that are not loops. The closed walk
aaabcccba is an Euler tour of this boundary circulation, and thus is a bounding closed
walk. (This walk is not contractible, and it is actually the shortest bounding walk in this graph.)
0 1
2 0 1 2
2 0a b c
Figure 2.2. An Alexander numbering for a genus-2 surface graph.
Unlike many previous papers, we do not consider homology with coefficients in Z2, because the
problems we consider are easy in that setting. A directed surface graph contains a closed walk with trivial
Z2-homology if and only if it contains a directed cycle. Our NP-hardness proofs in Section 5 imply that it
is NP-hard to find a simple cycle, the shortest cycle, or the shortest closed walk with trivial Z2-homology
(or with trivial homology over any ring).
3 Contractible Cycles and Walks
3.1 Simple Cycles
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a directed graph embedded on an orientable surface, and let e be a directed edge that
lies in a directed cocycle of G. No bounding closed walk (and in particular, no simple contractible cycle)
in G traverses e.
Proof: Let λ be a directed cocycle in G, and let ω be a bounding closed walk. Let φ : E(G)→ Z be
the boundary circulation defined by setting φ(e) to the number of times that ω traverses e, and let
α: F(G)→ N be an Alexander numbering of ω (so that φ = ∂α). We immediately have∑
e∈λ
φ(e) =
∑
e∈λ
 
α(right(e))−α(left(e)) = 0.
Because φ(e)≥ 0 for every edge e in G, it follows that φ(e) = 0 for every edge e ∈ λ. 
In light of this lemma, we can assume without loss of generality that G contains no directed cocycles;
in particular, no edge of G has the same face on both sides.
The boundary of a face f , denoted ∂ f , is the set of edges that have f on one side. The boundary
of f is oriented clockwise if f is the right shore of any edge in ∂ f , and counterclockwise if f is the left
shore of any edge in ∂ f . Each face in G with counterclockwise boundary appears as a source in the dual
graph G?; each face of G with clockwise boundary appears as a sink in G?. We call a face coherent if its
boundary is oriented either clockwise or counterclockwise, and incoherent otherwise. See Figure 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a directed graph with no cocycles, embedded on an orientable surface S. If G contains
a simple contractible directed cycle, then G has a face whose boundary is a simple contractible directed cycle.
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Figure 3.1. A simple clockwise contractible cycle (bold green) in a directed surface graph, enclosing four coherent faces: two
counterclockwise (shaded blue) and two clockwise (shaded pink).
Proof: Let γ be a simple contractible cycle in G. This cycle is the boundary of a closed disk D [27].
Without loss of generality, assume γ is oriented clockwise around D; that is, the right shore of every edge
in γ is a face in D.
A dual walk that starts at a face inside D cannot visit the same face more than once, because G has
no cocycles (G? has no cycles), and cannot cross γ, because γ is oriented clockwise (all its dual edges
point into D). Thus, D must contain at least one face f with clockwise boundary (a sink in G?). The
closure of f is a subset of the closed disk D, so it must be homeomorphic to a closed disk with zero or
more open disks (“holes”) removed from its interior.
If ∂ f is a simple directed cycle, we are done. Otherwise, ∂ f is the union of two or more edge-disjoint
simple directed cycles; consider the non-simple shaded face in Figure 3.1. Each of these cycles is
contractible, because it lies in D. Any simple cycle in ∂ f that is not the original cycle γ (for example, the
boundary of any hole in the closure of f ) encloses strictly fewer faces than γ. The lemma now follows
immediately by induction on the number of enclosed faces. 
Theorem 3.3. Given an arbitrary directed graph G embedded on an arbitrary orientable surface, we can
determine in O(n) time whether G contains a simple contractible cycle.
Proof: The algorithm proceeds as follows. First, we compute the strong components of the dual graph G?
in O(n) time. An edge e of G lies in a cocycle if and only if both endpoints of the dual edge e? lie in the
same strong component of G?; we remove all such edges from G in O(n) time. Finally, we examine each
face of the remaining subgraph of G by brute force, in O(n) time. If we discover a face whose interior
is a disk and whose boundary is a simple directed cycle, we output True; otherwise, we output False.
Correctness follows directly from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
3.2 Non-simple Closed Walks
It is easy to construct directed surface graphs that contain contractible closed walks but no simple
contractible cycles. For example, the one-vertex graph in Figure 3.2 has two Eulerian circuits, both of
which are contractible, but the only simple cycles consist of single edges, none of which are contractible.
Figure 3.2. A directed surface graph with contractible closed walks but no simple contractible cycles.
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We detect contractible closed walks using essentially the same algorithm described in the previous
section: After removing all cocycle edges, we look for a face whose boundary is coherent and whose
interior is an open disk. However, proving this algorithm correct requires more subtlety.
Fix a graph G embedded on an orientable surface S. Let {Uv | v ∈ V (G)} be a collection of disjoint
open disks in S, each containing one of the vertices of G; we refer to each set Uv as a vertex bubble. Let{Ue | e ∈ E(G)} be another collection of disjoint open disks in S, each containing the portion of an edge
of G outside the vertex bubbles, such that Ue ∩ Uv 6=∅ if and only if v is one of the endpoints of e; we
refer to each disk Ue as an edge bubble. Finally, let U =
⋃
v Uv ∪
⋃
e Ue.
Figure 3.3. Vertex bubbles (green) and edge bubbles (yellow).
We say that a simple closed curve γ in U follows a closed walk ω in G if γ visits the vertex bubbles
of G in exactly the same sequence as the walk ω visits the corresponding vertices of G, and therefore γ
intersects each edge bubble Uuv in a disjoint set of simple paths from Uu to Uv , one for each occurrence
of the edge uv in ω. A closed walk ω in G is weakly simple if U contains a simple closed curve that
follows ω, or equivalently (because walks in asymmetric directed graphs cannot contain spurs [16]) if ω
is homotopic in U to a simple closed curve.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a directed graph embedded on an orientable surface S. If there is a contractible closed
walk in G, then there is a weakly simple contractible closed walk in G.
Proof: Let ω be a contractible closed walk in G. Let eω be a generic closed curve homotopic to ω inside
the graph neighborhood U (and therefore contractible in S) that follows ω and does not self-intersect
inside any edge bubble. For each edge uv in G, the intersection eω∩ Uuv consists of pairwise-disjoint
simple paths, each directed from Uu to Uv .
A seminal result of Hass and Scott [42, Theorem 2.7] implies that every non-simple contractible closed
curve in U contains either a simple contractible closed subpath, which we call a monogon, or a pair of
simple interior-disjoint subpaths that bound a disk, which we call a bigon. We call a bigon coherent if one
subpath is homotopic to the reverse of the other, and incoherent otherwise. See Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4. Shortening or simplifying a contractible closed curve by smoothing at points of self-intersection. From le to right:
A monogon, a coherent bigon, and an incoherent bigon.
First, suppose eω contains two homotopic subpaths α and β; these subpaths need not be simple or
interior-disjoint. Let eω′ be the curve obtained from eω by smoothing the common endpoints of α and β ,
as shown on the right of Figure 3.4. The smoothed curve eω′ is homotopic to eω via a homotopy that
swaps the subpaths α and β [15, 23, 59]; it follows that eω′ is contractible. Thus, by repeatedly smoothing
pairs of vertices, we can reduce eω to a contractible curve eω′′ with no pair of homotopic subpaths, and
therefore no incoherent bigons. (If eω has no pair of homotopic subpaths, then eω′′ = eω.)
Hass and Scott’s theorem implies that either eω′′ is simple, or eω′′ contains a monogon, or eω′′ contains
a coherent bigon. If eω′′ contains a monogon, that monogon is itself a simple contractible closed curve.
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If eω′′ contains a coherent bigon composed of subpaths α and β , their concatenation α · β is a simple
contractible closed curve. In all three cases, we have discovered a simple contractible closed curve γ in
the graph neighborhood U . Moreover, for every edge uv of G, the intersection γ∩ Uuv is a subset ofeω∩Uuv , and therefore consists of disjoint simple paths directed from Uu to Uv . Thus, γ follows a closed
walk in G, which is both weakly simple [16] and contractible. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a directed graph embedded on an orientable surface S. Every weakly simple bounding
closed walk in G traverses each edge of G at most once.
Proof: Let ω be a weakly simple bounding closed walk in G. Let γ be a simple closed curve in U that
follows ω, as in the previous proof. Because γ is simple and bounding, the set S \ γ has exactly two
components. Color the component on the left of γ blue, and the component on the right of γ red.
Consider a single edge uv. Each component of γ∩ Uuv is a directed path that splits Uuv into a
blue region on the left and a red region on the right. Thus, the components of γ∩ Uuv must alternate
direction, as shown in Figure 3.5, since otherwise some component of Uuv \ γ would be both red and
blue.
Figure 3.5. A simple contractible cycle in U must alternate directions inside any edge bubble.
By assumption, even if G contains an edge from v to u, that edge is embedded disjointly from uv.
Thus, every path component of eω∩ Uuv is directed from Uu to Uv. It follows that eω∩ Uuv is either
empty or a single directed path, which implies that ω traverses uv at most once. 
Corollary 3.6. Let G be a directed graph with n vertices and m non-negatively weighted edges, embedded
on an orientable surface, possibly with boundary. The shortest contractible closed walk in G, if such a walk
exists, has hop-length at most m.
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a directed graph with no cocycles, embedded on an orientable surface. If G contains
a contractible closed walk, then G has a face with coherent boundary whose interior is a disk.
Proof: Let ω be a weakly-simple contractible closed walk in G (as guaranteed by Lemma 3.4). Smooth-
ing ω at its vertices yields a simple contractible closed curve γ in U that follows ω; this closed curve
is the boundary of an open disk D [27]. Following terminology for face boundaries, we say that ω is
oriented clockwise if D lies to the right of γ and counterclockwise otherwise. We say that ω encloses a
face f if the interior region f \ U lies inside the disk D.
Let A denote the area enclosed by ω, defined as the interior of the union of the closure of all faces
enclosed by ω. Area A has genus zero and connected boundary ω (by Lemma 3.5), so each component
of A is an open disk. If A is disconnected, then the boundary of each component of A is a contractible
closed walk that encloses fewer faces than ω. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that A is a
single open disk. However, we cannot assume that ω itself is simple; the closure of Amight have holes
and/or positive genus. (See Figures 3.2 and 3.6.)
Without loss of generality, assume ω is oriented clockwise. A dual walk that starts at a face enclosed
by ω cannot visit the same face more than once, because G has no cocycles (G? is a dag), and cannot
cross ω, because ω is oriented clockwise (all its dual edges point into A). Thus, ω must enclose at least
one face f with clockwise boundary (a sink in the dual graph G?).
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Figure 3.6. A non-simple walk that encloses an open disk.
The interior of f is a subset of the open disk A, so it must be homeomorphic to an open disk with
zero or more holes. If f is an open disk (and in particular, if f = A), we are done. Otherwise, let W ′ be
closed walk that exactly covers the boundary of any interior hole of f . Because W ′ lies entirely inside the
open disk A, it must be contractible. Thus, W ′ is a weakly simple contractible closed walk that encloses
strictly fewer faces than ω, and the lemma follows immediately by induction. 
Theorem 3.8. Given a directed graph G embedded on any surface, we can determine in O(n) time whether
there is a contractible closed walk in G.
Proof: We use essentially the algorithm described by Theorem 3.3: Remove all cocycle edges from G by
considering the strong components of the dual graph G?, and then examine the faces of the remaining
subgraph by brute force. If we discover a face with coherent boundary whose interior is a disk, we output
True; otherwise, we output False. Correctness follows directly from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.7. 
In the last stage of the proof, if the face f has an interior hole, then the graph G must be disconnected,
because the interior of f is a subset of the open disk A. Thus, it may tempting to simplify the proof
of Lemma 3.7 by assuming that the graph G is connected. Unfortunately, we cannot simultaneously
assume that G is connected and that G contains no cocycles. Resolving this tension lies at the core of our
algorithm for finding bounding closed walks, which we describe next.
4 Bounding Closed Walks
To simplify our presentation, we assume in this section that our input graphs are embedded on surfaces
without boundary; this assumption is justified by the following observation. Let G be a directed graph
embedded on a surface S with b > 0 boundary components. Let S• be the surface without boundary
obtained from S by attaching a single disk with b − 1 holes to the boundary cycles of S. Thus, every
boundary face of G on the original surface S is contained in a single face of G on S•. If S has first Betti
number β , then S• has genus O(β).
Lemma 4.1. A closed walk ω in G is bounding in S if and only if it is bounding in S•.
Proof: Any Alexander numbering for ω on S is also an Alexander numbering for ω on S•.
Let α be any Alexander numbering for ω on S•. For any integer k, the function α + k defined
as (α+ k)( f ) = α( f ) + k for every face is also an Alexander numbering for ω on S•. Thus, there is
an Alexander numbering α• of ω such that α•( f ) = 0 for the single face of G containing S• \ S. The
function α• is an Alexander numbering for ω on S. 
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4.1 Detection
Our algorithm for detecting bounding closed walks relies on two elementary observations. First, we can
assume without loss of generality that G is strongly connected, because any closed walk in the input
graph G stays within a single strong component of G. On the other hand, Lemma 3.1 implies that we can
assume without loss of generality that the input graph G has no cocycles; otherwise, we can remove all
cocycles in O(n) time by contracting each strong component of the dual graph G? to a single dual vertex.
Indeed, if the input graph satisfies both of these conditions, detecting bounding closed walks is trivial.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a strongly connected surface graph with at least one edge, whose dual graph G? is
acyclic. There is a bounding closed walk in G.
Proof: For each face f of G, let α( f ) be the rank of the dual vertex f ? in an arbitrary topological
sort of the dual graph G?. For each edge e in G, we have α(left(e)) > α(right(e)). Thus, the function
∂α: e 7→ α(left(e))−α(right(e)) is a positive integer boundary circulation with connected support. Any
Euler tour of this circulation is a bounding closed walk. 
Kao and Shannon [45,47,48] observed that these two assumptions are actually identical for planar
graphs; a planar directed graph G is strongly connected if and only if its dual graph G∗ is acyclic. (This
important observation is the basis of several efficient algorithms for planar directed graphs [2,45–48,61].)
And indeed, finding bounding closed walks in planar graphs is trivial, because every closed walk in a
planar graph is bounding.
However, this equivalence does not extend to directed graphs on more complex surfaces; a strongly
connected directed surface graph can contain many directed cocycles. Moreover, deleting all the directed
cocycles from a strongly connected surface graph can disconnect the graph. More subtly, if H is a
disconnected surface graph without cocycles, the induced embeddings of the individual components of H
can contain cocycles. See Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1. A strongly connected directed graph on the torus with cocycles (bold red). Deleting all cocycles disconnects the
graph. The components of the disconnected graph have more cocycles. (Only one cocycle is emphasized in each component.)
Our algorithm repeatedly applies both of these simplifications, alternately removing cocycle edges
and separating components, eventually reporting success if it ever finds a component that is both strongly
connected and cocycle-free. Each iteration can be performed in linear time, and each iteration removes
at least one edge from the graph; thus, conservatively, our algorithm runs in O(n2) time. But in fact, as
we show next, our algorithm converges after only O(g) iterations.
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Lemma 4.3. Let H be a directed surface graph without cocycles. Every weak component of H is strongly
connected.
Proof: If a weak component of H is not strongly connected, then H contains a non-empty directed edge
cut. Every non-empty directed edge cut is the disjoint union of cocycles. 
We call any face of G simple if it is homeomorphic to an open disk and non-simple otherwise. (The
boundary of a simple face is not necessarily a simple cycle.)
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a strongly connected surface graph, let H be the subgraph of G obtained by deleting
all cocycles, and let G′ be a (strong) component of H. Every simple face of G′ is also a simple face of G.
Proof: Let f be an arbitrary simple face of G′. There are two cases to consider.
First, suppose f contains no vertices of G in its interior. Then any cocycle in G that passes through a
face inside f must contain at least one edge on the boundary of f . But by definition, every edge on the
boundary of f is an edge in G′. It follows that no cocycle in G passes through a face in the interior of f ,
and thus no cocycle in G includes an edge in the interior of f . We conclude that f is actually a face of G.
On the other hand, suppose some vertex v of G lies inside the open disk f . Then v is disconnected
from the boundary of f in H by removing cocycles in G. None of these cocycles contain an edge on the
boundary of f , because all such edges survive in H, so G must contain a cocycle whose edges and faces
are entirely inside f . This cocycle must be a directed edge cut in G, because every directed cocycle inside
a disk is a directed edge cut. But no such edge cut exists, because G is strongly connected. 
Corollary 4.5. Let G be a strongly connected surface graph, let H be the subgraph of G obtained by
deleting all cocycles, and let G′ be a (strong) component of H. Every directed cocycle in G′ visits at least one
non-simple face of G′.
We define the footprint ¹Gº of a directed surface graph G as the union of the vertices, edges, and
simple faces of G. For example, the footprint of the middle graph in Figure 4.1 is the disjoint union of two
annuli. The embedding of G is cellular if and only if ¹Gº is the entire surface. Let β0(G) denote the
number of (weak) components of G, or equivalently, the number of components of its footprint ¹Gº. Let
β1(G) denote the first Betti number of ¹Gº, which is the rank of the first homology group of ¹Gº. If G
has at least one non-simple face, then
β1(G) := β0(G)− v(G) + e(G)− f0(G),
where v(G), e(G), and f0(G) denote the number of vertices, edges, and simple faces of G, respectively. If G
(and therefore ¹Gº) is disconnected, then β1(G) is the sum of the first Betti numbers of its components.
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a strongly connected surface graph, let H be the subgraph of G obtained by deleting
all cocycles, let G′ be a (strong) component of H, and let H ′ be the subgraph of G′ obtained by deleting all
cocycles. If H ′ 6= G′, then β1(H ′)< β1(G′).
Proof: Assume H ′ 6= G′, so G′ contains at least one cocycle. Corollary 4.5 implies that every cocycle in G′
passes through a non-simple face of G′. Thus, every cocycle in G′ can be decomposed into edge-disjoint
dual arcs of the form f0 f1 · · · fk, where the initial face f0 and final face fk are non-simple, and the
intermediate faces fi are simple and distinct.
Let α1 be any dual arc in G
′. Because G′ is strongly connected, α is not a directed edge cut, and
therefore G′ \α1 is (at least weakly) connected. It follows that β1(G′ \α1) = β1(G′)− 1.
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For any other dual arc α′ in G′, the edges in α′\α1 define one or more dual arcs in G′\α1. Thus, we can
proceed inductively as follows. Define a sequence of nested subgraphs G′ = G0 ⊃ G1 ⊃ G2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ G` = H,
where each subgraph Gi is obtained by deleting a dual arc αi from Gi−1, and the final subgraph G` = H
contains no dual arcs (and therefore no cocycles). For each index i > 0, either αi is an edge cut in Gi−1,
which implies β1(Gi) = β1(Gi−1), or αi is not an edge cut, which implies β1(Gi) = β1(Gi−1)− 1. The
lemma now follows by induction. 
Theorem 4.7. Given a directed graph G embedded on any surface with genus g, we can determine in O(gn)
time whether there is a bounding closed walk in G.
Proof: Assume G is strongly connected, since otherwise, we can consider each strong component of G
separately. Let H be the graph obtained by deleting all cocycles of G. We can construct H in O(n) time by
computing the strong components of G? in linear time, and then deleting any edge of G whose incident
faces lie in the same strong component of G?. Lemma 3.1 implies that any bounding closed walk in G is
also a bounding closed walk in H.
If H has no edges, we can immediately report that G has no bounding closed walks. If H is weakly
connected and has at least one edge, then Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 imply that H contains a bounding closed
walk. Otherwise, we recursively examine each (strong) component of H.
Each vertex of the original input graph G participates in only one subproblem at each level of recursion,
so the total time spent at each level of the recursion tree is O(n). Finally, Lemma 4.6 implies that the
depth of the recursion tree is at most O(g). 
Call the subgraph obtained from G by alternately removing cocycles and isolating components the
snarl of G; the snarl is the largest subgraph of G in which every component is strongly connected and
cocycle-free. We conjecture that the snarl of a surface graph (or at least one nontrivial component
thereof) can actually be extracted in O(n) time.
4.2 Explicit Construction
This algorithm described in Theorem 4.7 only reports whether G contains a closed bounding walk; it does
not actually compute such a walk. With some additional straightforward bookkeeping, we can compute
an implicit representation of a bounding closed walk as an Alexander numbering α of the faces of G,
without increasing the running time of our algorithm. The complexity of this implicit representation
is O(n). If necessary, we can then obtain an explicit bounding closed walk, as an alternating sequence
of vertices and edges, by computing an Euler tour of the circulation ∂α, as described in the proof of
Lemma 4.2. Because each Alexander number α( f ) is an integer between 0 and O(n), the total length of
this Euler tour is O(n2), and we can compute in O(n2) time using standard Euler-tour algorithms.
Corollary 4.8. Let G be a directed surface graph with n vertices. In O(n2) time, we can either compute an
explicit description of a bounding closed walk in G or report correctly that no such walk exists.
Corollary 4.9. Let G be a directed surface graph with n vertices. The shortest bounding closed walk in G
(if such a walk exists) has length O(n2).
For graphs on the sphere or the torus, every bounding closed walk is actually contractible, so
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 imply that the shortest bounding closed walk actually has length O(n), and
Theorem 3.8 implies that we can find an explicit bounding closed walk in O(n) time. For graphs on even
slightly more complicated surfaces, however, our quadratic upper bounds are actually tight.
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Theorem 4.10. For any fixed integer g ≥ 2 and any positive integer n, there is a directed graph with 2n
vertices and 3n+ 1 edges, embedded on an orientable surface of genus g, in which the shortest bounding
closed walk has length Ω(n2).
Proof: It suffices to consider the case g = 2. Let G be a directed graph consisting of a directed cycle
of length n (“the long cycle”), a chain of n cycles of length 2 (“the short cycles”), and a single cycle of
length 1 (“the self-loop”), embedded on a surface of genus 2 as shown in Figure 4.2 (for n = 5). This
embedding has n+ 1 faces, of which two are annuli and the rest are disks. The long cycle and the
self-loop both lie on the common boundary of both annular faces.
0 1 2 3 4 5 0
5 0 1 2 3 4 5
Figure 4.2. A directed surface graph with only long bounding closed walks, with a minimal valid Alexander numbering.
The dual graph G? consists of a directed path f0 f1 · · · fn−1 fn, where f0 and fn are the annular
faces, plus n additional edges directly from f0 to fn. Because G
? is a dag, G has no cocycles, and so
Lemma 4.2 implies that there is a bounding closed walk in G. Specifically, the function α( fi) = i for all i
is the Alexander numbering of a bounding circulation; again, see Figure 4.2.
The subgraph of edges traversed by any closed walk is strongly connected. Straightforward exhaustive
case analysis implies that the only strongly connected subgraph of G that contains both the long cycle and
the self-loop is the entire graph G. Thus, every strongly connected proper subgraph H of G omits either
the entire long cycle or the self-loop. In either case, faces f0 and fn of G belong to a single face of H.
Thus, the dual graph H? is strongly connected, and Lemma 3.1 implies that H cannot support a bounding
closed walk. We conclude that every bounding closed walk in G traverses every edge of G at least once.
Now let ω be any bounding closed walk in G that traverses every edge at least once, and let
α: F(G)→ Z be the Alexander numbering of ω. For each edge e, we must have α(left(e))> α(right(e)),
so α must be consistent with the only topological order of G?. It follows that α( fn)−α( f0)≥ n. Thus, ω
must traverse both the long cycle and the self-loop n times, and every other edge of G at least once. We
conclude that ω must have length at least n2 + 3n. (This is exactly the length of any bounding closed
walk induced by the Alexander numbering α( fi) = i, so our analysis is tight.) 
One frustrating source of complexity in our construction is the long cycle of degree-2 vertices.
A different construction with no degree-2 vertices yields a lower bound of Ω(gn) on any surface of
genus g; we leave this construction as an amusing exercise for the reader, and a proof or disproof of its
optimality as an open problem.
5 NP-hardness
5.1 Simple Bounding Cycles and Shortest Bounding Walks
Our algorithms for detecting contractible closed walks and simple contractible cycles are essentially
identical: Remove all cocycles, and then check the boundary of every face. Unfortunately, this similarity
does not extend to bounding walks and bounding cycles. In this section, we prove that determining
whether a directed surface graph contains a simple bounding cycle is NP-hard. The same reduction also
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implies that finding the shortest bounding closed walk in a directed surface graph is NP-hard, even if all
edges have weight 1.
Our proof uses a variant of the “heaven and hell” NP-hardness reduction of Cabello et al. [9] for
the corresponding problem in undirected graphs, which is based in turn on a reduction of Chambers
et al. [13] for the problem of finding the shortest closed walk in an undirected surface graph that is
separating but non-contractible. In fact, our reduction is simpler than either of these earlier arguments,
because our underlying graphs are directed.
We reduce from the Hamiltonian cycle problem in directed planar graphs, where every vertex has
either in-degree 1 and out-degree 2, or in-degree 2 and out-degree 1. This problem was proved NP-hard
by Plesńik [60], using a direct reduction from 3Sat.
Let G be a planar directed graph. Fix a planar embedding of G on the sphere (“Earth”). Ultimately,
we will construct an embedding of the same graph G on a more complex surface S, such that G has a
Hamiltonian cycle if and only if G has a closed walk of length at most n that is bounding in S.
As a preliminary step, we partially color the faces of G as follows. Call an edge of G forced if it is the
only edge leaving a vertex or the only edge entering a vertex (or both). Color the left shore of every
forced edge blue, and color the right shore of every forced edge red. A face may be colored both red and
blue, or not colored at all; see Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Coloring the faces of cubic directed planar graphs; bold green edges are forced. The graphs dier only in the direction
of three edges at the top of the central face. The second graph is not Hamiltonian, because its central face is colored both red and
blue.
Lemma 5.1. If G has a Hamiltonian cycle, then no face of G is colored both red and blue.
Proof: Suppose G contains a Hamiltonian cycle γ. By definition, γ visits each vertex of G exactly once,
so γ is a simple closed curve that traverses every forced edge in G. Thus, each blue face is on the left side
of γ, and each red face is on the right side of γ. The lemma now follows immediately from the Jordan
curve theorem. 
Assuming no face of G is colored both red and blue, we construct the surface S in two stages. First
we delete a small disk from the interior of each blue face and attach the resulting punctures to another
punctured sphere, thereby merging all blue faces into a single blue face, which we call heaven. Similarly,
we delete a small disk from the interior of each red face and attach the resulting holes to a single
punctured sphere, merging all the red faces into a single red face, which we call hell. Euler’s formula
implies that the resulting surface S has genus O(n).
Lemma 5.2. The following statements are equivalent: (a) G contains a Hamiltonian cycle. (b) G contains
a simple cycle that is bounding in S. (c) There is a closed walk in G that is bounding in S and has length
at most n.
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Proof: We prove the implication (a)⇒(b) first. Suppose γ is a Hamiltonian cycle in G. Viewed as a cycle
in the original planar embedding, γ separates all blue face from all red faces. Thus, the embedding of γ
on S separates heaven from hell; it follows that γ is a bounding cycle in S.
The implication (b)⇒(c) is trivial.
Finally, we prove the implication (c)⇒(a). Suppose ω is a closed walk in G that is bounding in S
and has length at most n. Fix an Alexander numbering α of the faces of G on S that is consistent
with ω. Because ω visits at least one vertex of G, it traverses at least one forced edge. It follows that
α(heaven) 6= α(hell), which implies that ω traverses every forced edge, and thus visits every vertex. We
conclude that ω is a Hamiltonian cycle. 
Theorem 5.3. Deciding whether a directed surface graph contains a simple bounding cycle is NP-hard.
Theorem 5.4. Computing the shortest bounding closed walk in a directed surface graph is NP-hard.
Both of these NP-hardness results hold even if we insist on cellularly embedded graphs. Without
loss of generality, suppose the original input graph G is connected, since otherwise it cannot contain a
Hamiltonian cycle. It follows that heaven and hell are the only non-disk faces in G’s embedding on S.
Thus, we can extend G to a cellularly embedded graph H by adding a single vertex a in the interior of
heaven, with directed edges va from one vertex v on the boundary of each blue face, and a single
vertex z in the interior of hell, with edges vz from one vertex v on the boundary of each red face.
Because the two new vertices are sinks, they cannot appear in any (bounding) closed walk in H.
5.2 Shortest Trivial Cycles
Now we prove that finding the shortest simple contractible cycle in a directed surface graph is NP-hard,
by reduction from the classical maximum independent set problem. Our reduction is nearly identical to a
reduction of Cabello [6], who proved that finding the shortest simple bounding cycle in an undirected
surface graph is NP-hard. In the same paper, Cabello described an algorithm to compute the shortest
contractible cycle in an undirected surface graph in O(n2 logn) time; thus, our NP-hardness proof must
make essential use of the fact that the input graph is directed.
Given an undirected graph G with n vertices and m edges and a positive integer k, we first construct
a directed planar graph H as follows. Arbitrarily identify the n vertices of G with the integers 0 through
n− 1. For each integer 1≤ i ≤ n the graph H contains a corresponding vertex i, along with two directed
paths Pi and Q i from vertex i to vertex i + 1 mod n. Path Pi has length deg(i)+1, and path Q i has length
deg(i)+2. Label the vertices of Pi as i[i j1][i j2] · · ·[i jdeg(i)](i+1)mod n, where j1, j2, . . . , jdeg(i)
are the neighbors of vertex i in G (in no particular order). Thus, for each edge i j of G, there are two
corresponding vertices in H, namely [i j] in Pi and [ ji] in Pj . In total, H has 2n+4m vertices and 3n+4m
edges.
We embed H on the sphere so that one face is bounded by the paths P0, P1, . . . , Pn−1, another face
is bounded by the paths Q0,Q1, . . . ,Qn−1, and each of the remaining faces is bounded by Pi and Q i for
some index i. See Figure 5.2.
A simple cycle γ in H is compliant if, for every edge i j in G, γ does not use both of the vertices [i j]
and [ ji] in H.
Lemma 5.5. G contains an independent set of size k if and only if H contains a simple compliant cycle of
length at most 2m+ n− k.
Proof: First, suppose G has an independent set I of size k. For each integer 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, let Ri = Pi
if i ∈ I , and define Ri = Q i otherwise. Let γ be the simple cycle formed by concatenating the paths
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P2
<latexit sha1_base64="OKmyBE2vbYLaZxqw+JpMr9CmLG4 =">AAACFnicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvwSJ4kJIUQY8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsX9u12d2wuxFK6H/wqP4XvYkXD179LV5M0h5M68CDY WYeDOOHAdPGcb6tldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b790cNjUMlIUG1QGUrV9ojFgAhuGmQDboULC/QBb/vg69VsPqDST4s5MQvQ4GQo2Y JSYRGrG9V51WuyVyk7FyWAvE3dOyrXC5yskqPdKP92+pBFHYWhAtO64Tmi8mCjDaIDTYjfSGBI6JkPsJFQQjtqLs7ZT+zRR+v ZAquSEsTP170dMuNYT7idJTsxIL3qp+J/XiczgyouZCCODguZb0FFSDpUXp2991GwocoHYR0U0Efo8JVwKmbc5o0qmA2ZruY vbLJNmteI6Ffc2me0CZijAMZzAGbhwCTW4gTo0gMI9PMIzvFhP1pv1bn3MoivW/OcIcrC+fgE7yKLY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H8hJKi8MSGyw3St7E4ShhbukdYw =">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXjKVNSBAsJOwGQcuAFpYRzAOSJcxObpIxOzPLzKwQlvyDpfoB/oV2YmNh67fYuLtJYRIPX Diccy4cjhf4TBvb/rZWVtfWNzYzW9ntnd29/dxBvqFlqCjWqfSlanlEo88E1g0zPrYChYR7Pja90WXiN+9RaSbFrRkH6HIyE KzPKDGx1Ihq3cok282V7LKdorBMnBkpVTOfr/mrl2Ktm/vp9CQNOQpDfaJ127ED40ZEGUZ9nGQ7ocaA0BEZYDumgnDUbpS2nR SOY6VX6EsVnzCFVP37ERGu9Zh7cZITM9SLXiL+57VD079wIyaC0KCg8y3oMC6Hyo2Stx5qNhBzgchDRTQR+jQhXAo5b3NGlU wGTNdyFrdZJo1K2bHLzk082xlMkYEjKMIJOHAOVbiGGtSBwh08wBM8W4/Wm/VufUyjK9bs5xDmYH39Auf/o/Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H8hJKi8MSGyw3St7E4ShhbukdYw =">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXjKVNSBAsJOwGQcuAFpYRzAOSJcxObpIxOzPLzKwQlvyDpfoB/oV2YmNh67fYuLtJYRIPX Diccy4cjhf4TBvb/rZWVtfWNzYzW9ntnd29/dxBvqFlqCjWqfSlanlEo88E1g0zPrYChYR7Pja90WXiN+9RaSbFrRkH6HIyE KzPKDGx1Ihq3cok282V7LKdorBMnBkpVTOfr/mrl2Ktm/vp9CQNOQpDfaJ127ED40ZEGUZ9nGQ7ocaA0BEZYDumgnDUbpS2nR SOY6VX6EsVnzCFVP37ERGu9Zh7cZITM9SLXiL+57VD079wIyaC0KCg8y3oMC6Hyo2Stx5qNhBzgchDRTQR+jQhXAo5b3NGlU wGTNdyFrdZJo1K2bHLzk082xlMkYEjKMIJOHAOVbiGGtSBwh08wBM8W4/Wm/VufUyjK9bs5xDmYH39Auf/o/Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TsbVCJA4b8V/ojmaM7zI2O82n6A =">AAACFnicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16CRbBg5SkCHosePFYwX5AG8pm+9quze6G3Y1QQv+DR/XHeBOvXv0tXkxiDqZ14MEwM w+G8cOAaeM4X1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edbSMFMU2lYFUPZ9oDJjAtmEmwF6okHA/wK4/u0n97iMqzaS4N/MQPU4mgo0ZJ SaROnFr2FhUhtWaU3cy2KvEzUkNcrSG1e/BSNKIozA0IFr3XSc0XkyUYTTARWUQaQwJnZEJ9hMqCEftxVnbhX2WKCN7LFVywt iZ+vcjJlzrOfeTJCdmqpe9VPzP60dmfO3FTISRQUGLLeg0KYfKi9O3EWo2EYVA7KMimgh9kRIuhSzanFEl0wGztdzlbVZJp1 F3nbp759Sal/luZTiBUzgHF66gCbfQgjZQeIAneIFX69l6s96tj99oycp/jqEA6/MHfN2hBw==</latexit>
P3
<latexit sha1_base64="WoyY2fKO5+uSa0LABmvz7h9zBuE =">AAACFnicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvwSJ4kJKooMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2r+3a7G7Y3Qgl9D94VP+L3sSLB6/+Fi8maQ+mdeDBM DMPhvHDgGnjON/W0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s1va229oGSmKdSoDqVo+0RgwgXXDTICtUCHhfoBNf3Sd+s0HVJpJcWfGIXqcDATrM 0pMIjXiWvd8UuyWyk7FyWAvEndGytXC5yskqHVLP52epBFHYWhAtG67Tmi8mCjDaICTYifSGBI6IgNsJ1QQjtqLs7YT+zhRen ZfquSEsTP170dMuNZj7idJTsxQz3up+J/Xjkz/youZCCODguZb0GFSDpUXp2891GwgcoHYR0U0Efo0JVwKmbc5o0qmA2Zruf PbLJLGWcV1Ku5tMtsFTFGAQziCE3DhEqpwAzWoA4V7eIRneLGerDfr3fqYRpes2c8B5GB9/QI9d6LZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zt7LZpIT4P6YZXp6V02MnGUv2Ms =">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+YixtQoJgIWFXBS0DWlhGMA9IljA7uUnG7MwsM7NCWPIPluoH+BfaiY2Frd9i4+7GwiQeu HA451w4HC/wmTa2/WVllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfxuoaFlqCjWqfSlanlEo88E1g0zPrYChYR7Pja90UXiN+9QaSbFjRkH6HIyE KzPKDGx1Ihq3ZNJrpsv2xU7RXGROL+kXM1+vBQun0u1bv6705M05CgM9YnWbccOjBsRZRj1cZLrhBoDQkdkgO2YCsJRu1Hadl I8iJVesS9VfMIUU/XvR0S41mPuxUlOzFDPe4n4n9cOTf/cjZgIQoOCzragw7gcKjdK3nqo2UDMBCIPFdFE6KOEcCnkrM0ZVT IZMF3Lmd9mkTSOK45dca7j2U5hiizsQwkOwYEzqMIV1KAOFG7hHh7hyXqwXq03630azVi/P3swA+vzB+muo/c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zt7LZpIT4P6YZXp6V02MnGUv2Ms =">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+YixtQoJgIWFXBS0DWlhGMA9IljA7uUnG7MwsM7NCWPIPluoH+BfaiY2Frd9i4+7GwiQeu HA451w4HC/wmTa2/WVllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfxuoaFlqCjWqfSlanlEo88E1g0zPrYChYR7Pja90UXiN+9QaSbFjRkH6HIyE KzPKDGx1Ihq3ZNJrpsv2xU7RXGROL+kXM1+vBQun0u1bv6705M05CgM9YnWbccOjBsRZRj1cZLrhBoDQkdkgO2YCsJRu1Hadl I8iJVesS9VfMIUU/XvR0S41mPuxUlOzFDPe4n4n9cOTf/cjZgIQoOCzragw7gcKjdK3nqo2UDMBCIPFdFE6KOEcCnkrM0ZVT IZMF3Lmd9mkTSOK45dca7j2U5hiizsQwkOwYEzqMIV1KAOFG7hHh7hyXqwXq03630azVi/P3swA+vzB+muo/c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/ZOpAlyCt3t+/Ck9WD5Hr2ywuDg =">AAACFnicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16CRbBg5REBT0WvHisYD+gDWWzfW3XZnfD7kYoof/Bo/pjvIlXr/4WLyYxB9M68GCYm QfD+GHAtHGcL6u0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2lpGimKLykCqrk80BkxgyzATYDdUSLgfYMef3qR+5xGVZlLcm1mIHidjwUaME pNI7bg5uJhXBtWaU3cy2MvEzUkNcjQH1e/+UNKIozA0IFr3XCc0XkyUYTTAeaUfaQwJnZIx9hIqCEftxVnbuX2SKEN7JFVywt iZ+vcjJlzrGfeTJCdmohe9VPzP60VmdO3FTISRQUGLLegkKYfKi9O3IWo2FoVA7KMimgh9lhIuhSzanFEl0wGztdzFbZZJ+7 zuOnX3zqk1LvPdynAEx3AKLlxBA26hCS2g8ABP8AKv1rP1Zr1bH7/RkpX/HEIB1ucPfoyhCA==</latexit>
Q3
<latexit sha1_base64="lraJ4f2uYpkcU82T6GxI1MB3PCg =">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0EyyCCymJCrqz4MZlC/YBbSiT6W07NDMTZiZCCf0Fl+rHuBO37v0Ev8GNSduFaT1w4X DOuXA4fhgwbRzny8qtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/vF0sFhU8tIUWxQGUjV9onGgAlsGGYCbIcKCfcDbPnju9RvPaLSTIoHMwnR42Qo2IB RYlKp3rss9Eplp+LMYK8Sd0HK1eL3rQ0AtV7pp9uXNOIoDA2I1h3XCY0XE2UYDXBa6EYaQ0LHZIidhArCUXvxrOvUPk2Uvj2Q Kjlh7Jn69yMmXOsJ95MkJ2akl71U/M/rRGZw48VMhJFBQbMt6Cgph8qL07c+ajYUmUDsoyKaCH2eEi6FzNqcUSXT+abpWu7yN qukeVFxnYpbT2a7gjnycAwncAYuXEMV7qEGDaAwgid4gVfr2Xqz3q2PeTRnLX6OIAPr8xf6C6GU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NOI5fkF5aMAesWWswZWsKBktP+o =">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujVZduikVQkJKooDsLIrhswT6gDWUyvW2HZmbCzEQoob/gUv0X3Ylb936C3+DGpO3CtB64cD jnXDgcL/CZNrb9ZS0tr6yurWc2sptb2zu5/O5eXctQUaxR6UvV9IhGnwmsGWZ8bAYKCfd8bHjDm8RvPKDSTIp7MwrQ5aQvWI9 RYhKp2jnPdvJFu2RPUFgkzowUy7nv65Ps622lk/9pdyUNOQpDfaJ1y7ED40ZEGUZ9HGfbocaA0CHpYyumgnDUbjTpOi4cxUq3 0JMqPmEKE/XvR0S41iPuxUlOzEDPe4n4n9cKTe/KjZgIQoOCplvQQVwOlRslb13UrC9SgchDRTQR+jQhXAqZtjmjSibzjZO1n PltFkn9rOTYJacaz3YBU2TgAA7hGBy4hDLcQQVqQGEAj/AML9aT9Wa9Wx/T6JI1+9mHFKzPX5Vtoqc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NOI5fkF5aMAesWWswZWsKBktP+o =">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujVZduikVQkJKooDsLIrhswT6gDWUyvW2HZmbCzEQoob/gUv0X3Ylb936C3+DGpO3CtB64cD jnXDgcL/CZNrb9ZS0tr6yurWc2sptb2zu5/O5eXctQUaxR6UvV9IhGnwmsGWZ8bAYKCfd8bHjDm8RvPKDSTIp7MwrQ5aQvWI9 RYhKp2jnPdvJFu2RPUFgkzowUy7nv65Ps622lk/9pdyUNOQpDfaJ1y7ED40ZEGUZ9HGfbocaA0CHpYyumgnDUbjTpOi4cxUq3 0JMqPmEKE/XvR0S41iPuxUlOzEDPe4n4n9cKTe/KjZgIQoOCplvQQVwOlRslb13UrC9SgchDRTQR+jQhXAqZtjmjSibzjZO1n PltFkn9rOTYJacaz3YBU2TgAA7hGBy4hDLcQQVqQGEAj/AML9aT9Wa9Wx/T6JI1+9mHFKzPX5Vtoqc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KLeY7aEBigTDGWi4NTADtq9CpcI =">AAACFHicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT16CRbBg5REBT0WvHhswX5AG8pm+9ouze6G3Y1QQv+CR/XHeBOv3v0tXkxqDqZ14MEwMw +GCaKQaeO6X1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/sA+P2lrGimKLylCqbkA0hkxgyzATYjdSSHgQYieY3mV+5xGVZlI8mFmEPidjwUaMEpN JzcFVZWBX3Zq7gLNKvJxUIUdjYH/3h5LGHIWhIdG657mR8ROiDKMhziv9WGNE6JSMsZdSQThqP1l0nTtnqTJ0RlKlJ4yzUP9+ JIRrPeNBmuTETPSyl4n/eb3YjG79hIkoNihosQWdpOVQ+Un2NkTNxqIQSAJURBOhLzLCpZBFmzOqZDbfPFvLW95mlbQva55b8 5putX6d71aGEziFc/DgBupwDw1oAYUJPMELvFrP1pv1bn38RktW/nMMBVifP5KYn/0=</latexit>
Q2
<latexit sha1_base64="S0isaxBDG88270S/80wogJUjtvw=" >AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeujVZdugkVwISUpgu4suHHZgn1AG8pketuOzcyEmYlQQv/Bpfox7sStWz/Bb3BjknZhWw9cOJxzLhyOH wZMG8f5stbWNza3tnM7+d29/YNC8fCoqWWkKDaoDKRq+0RjwAQ2DDMBtkOFhPsBtvzxbeq3HlFpJsW9mYTocTIUbMAoMYnUjOu9yjT fK5acspPBXiXunJSqhe8bGwBqveJPty9pxFEYGhCtO64TGi8myjAa4DTfjTSGhI7JEDsJFYSj9uKs7dQ+S5S+PZAqOWHsTP37EROu 9YT7SZITM9LLXir+53UiM7j2YibCyKCgiy3oKCmHyovTtz5qNhQLgdhHRTQR+iIlXAq5aHNGlUwHzNZyl7dZJc1K2XXKbj2Z7RJmyM EJnMI5uHAFVbiDGjSAwgM8wQu8Ws/Wm/Vufcyia9b85xgWYH3+AuYBop8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/jcPr8iS65WNcNMr57+Bjj1vgUg=" >AAACFnicbVDNSsNAGNzUvxp/WvXoJVgEBSlJEfRmQQSPLdgfaEPZbL+2a7O7YXcjlNB38Ki+iuBNvHr1EXwGLyZpD6Z14INhZj4Yx gt8qrRtfxm5ldW19Y38prm1vbNbKO7tN5UIJYEGEb6QbQ8r8CmHhqbah3YgATPPh5Y3vk781gNIRQW/05MAXIaHnA4owTqWmlG9V5m avWLJLtsprGXizEmpWvi+OjVfb2q94k+3L0jIgGviY6U6jh1oN8JSU+LD1OyGCgJMxngInZhyzEC5Udp2ah3HSt8aCBkf11aq/v2I MFNqwrw4ybAeqUUvEf/zOqEeXLoR5UGogZNsCzKKy4F0o+StD4oOeSYQeSCxwlydJYQJLrI2o0SKZMB0LWdxm2XSrJQdu+zU49nO0Q x5dIiO0Aly0AWqoltUQw1E0D16RM/oxXgy3ox342MWzRnznwOUgfH5C4Fjo7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/jcPr8iS65WNcNMr57+Bjj1vgUg=" >AAACFnicbVDNSsNAGNzUvxp/WvXoJVgEBSlJEfRmQQSPLdgfaEPZbL+2a7O7YXcjlNB38Ki+iuBNvHr1EXwGLyZpD6Z14INhZj4Yx gt8qrRtfxm5ldW19Y38prm1vbNbKO7tN5UIJYEGEb6QbQ8r8CmHhqbah3YgATPPh5Y3vk781gNIRQW/05MAXIaHnA4owTqWmlG9V5m avWLJLtsprGXizEmpWvi+OjVfb2q94k+3L0jIgGviY6U6jh1oN8JSU+LD1OyGCgJMxngInZhyzEC5Udp2ah3HSt8aCBkf11aq/v2I MFNqwrw4ybAeqUUvEf/zOqEeXLoR5UGogZNsCzKKy4F0o+StD4oOeSYQeSCxwlydJYQJLrI2o0SKZMB0LWdxm2XSrJQdu+zU49nO0Q x5dIiO0Aly0AWqoltUQw1E0D16RM/oxXgy3ox342MWzRnznwOUgfH5C4Fjo7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6jPm9Vr4qq/Z4myd82ftYPl5mT0=" >AAACFnicbVBNS8NAFHzxs9avqkcvwSJ4kJIUQY8FLx5bsB/QhrLZvrZrs7thdyOU0P/gUf0x3sSrV3+LF5OYg2kdeDDMzINh/DBg2 jjOl7W2vrG5tV3aKe/u7R8cVo6OO1pGimKbykCqnk80Bkxg2zATYC9USLgfYNef3aZ+9xGVZlLcm3mIHicTwcaMEpNInbg1rC/Kw0r VqTkZ7FXi5qQKOZrDyvdgJGnEURgaEK37rhMaLybKMBrgojyINIaEzsgE+wkVhKP24qztwj5PlJE9lio5YexM/fsRE671nPtJkhMz 1cteKv7n9SMzvvFiJsLIoKDFFnSalEPlxenbCDWbiEIg9lERTYS+TAmXQhZtzqiS6YDZWu7yNqukU6+5Ts1tOdXGVb5bCU7hDC7AhW towB00oQ0UHuAJXuDVerberHfr4ze6ZuU/J1CA9fkDfo6hCA==</latexit>
Q1
<latexit sha1_base64="RbiZtsDJYfoXJHckiiVz2rnEmMU =">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0EyyCCymJCLqz4MZlC/YBbSiT6W07NjMTZiZCCf0Hl+rHuBO3bv0Ev8GNSdqFbT1w4X DOuXA4fhgwbRzny8qtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/vF0sFhU8tIUWxQGUjV9onGgAlsGGYCbIcKCfcDbPnj29RvPaLSTIp7MwnR42Qo2IB RYhKpGdd77rTQK5WdipPBXiXunJSrxe8bGwBqvdJPty9pxFEYGhCtO64TGi8myjAa4LTQjTSGhI7JEDsJFYSj9uKs7dQ+TZS+ PZAqOWHsTP37EROu9YT7SZITM9LLXir+53UiM7j2YibCyKCgiy3oKCmHyovTtz5qNhQLgdhHRTQR+jwlXAq5aHNGlUwHzNZyl 7dZJc2LiutU3Hoy2yXMkIdjOIEzcOEKqnAHNWgAhQd4ghd4tZ6tN+vd+phFc9b85wgWYH3+AuRSop4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zgFZChRc2fSrQLGjxaUsy2D/tHY =">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0UyyCgpREBN1ZEMFlC/YBbSiT6W07NjMTZiZCCf0Hl+qvCO7ErVs/wW9wY5K6sK0HLh zOORcOxwt8po1tf1qZpeWV1bXsem5jc2s7X9jZbWgZKop1Kn2pWh7R6DOBdcOMj61AIeGej01vdJX4zXtUmklxa8YBupwMBOs zSkwsNaJa15nkuoWSXbZTFBeJ80tKlfzX5XHu5braLXx3epKGHIWhPtG67diBcSOiDKM+TnKdUGNA6IgMsB1TQThqN0rbToqH sdIr9qWKT5hiqv79iAjXesy9OMmJGep5LxH/89qh6V+4ERNBaFDQ2RZ0GJdD5UbJWw81G4iZQOShIpoIfZIQLoWctTmjSiYDp ms589ssksZp2bHLTi2e7QymyMI+HMAROHAOFbiBKtSBwh08wBM8W4/Wq/VmvU+jGev3Zw9mYH38AH+0o7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zgFZChRc2fSrQLGjxaUsy2D/tHY =">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0UyyCgpREBN1ZEMFlC/YBbSiT6W07NjMTZiZCCf0Hl+qvCO7ErVs/wW9wY5K6sK0HLh zOORcOxwt8po1tf1qZpeWV1bXsem5jc2s7X9jZbWgZKop1Kn2pWh7R6DOBdcOMj61AIeGej01vdJX4zXtUmklxa8YBupwMBOs zSkwsNaJa15nkuoWSXbZTFBeJ80tKlfzX5XHu5braLXx3epKGHIWhPtG67diBcSOiDKM+TnKdUGNA6IgMsB1TQThqN0rbToqH sdIr9qWKT5hiqv79iAjXesy9OMmJGep5LxH/89qh6V+4ERNBaFDQ2RZ0GJdD5UbJWw81G4iZQOShIpoIfZIQLoWctTmjSiYDp ms589ssksZp2bHLTi2e7QymyMI+HMAROHAOFbiBKtSBwh08wBM8W4/Wq/VmvU+jGev3Zw9mYH38AH+0o7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CwezMfbYbCpLIPuW9W9odsGzc3w =">AAACFnicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16CRbBg5REBD0WvHhswX5AG8pm+9quze6G3Y1QQv+DR/XHeBOvXv0tXkxiDqZ14MEwMw +G8cOAaeM4X1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4edbSMFMU2lYFUPZ9oDJjAtmEmwF6okHA/wK4/u0397iMqzaS4N/MQPU4mgo0ZJSa ROnFr6C4qw2rNqTsZ7FXi5qQGOZrD6vdgJGnEURgaEK37rhMaLybKMBrgojKINIaEzsgE+wkVhKP24qztwj5LlJE9lio5YexM /fsRE671nPtJkhMz1cteKv7n9SMzvvFiJsLIoKDFFnSalEPlxenbCDWbiEIg9lERTYS+SAmXQhZtzqiS6YDZWu7yNqukc1l3n brbcmqNq3y3MpzAKZyDC9fQgDtoQhsoPMATvMCr9Wy9We/Wx2+0ZOU/x1CA9fkDfN+hBw==</latexit>
Q0
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Figure 5.2. Reduction frommaximum independent set to shortest contractible cycle in a directed surface graph.
R0,R1, . . . ,Rn−1. This cycle is compliant, because there are no edges in G between the vertices in I .
Straightforward calculation implies that the length of γ is 2m+ n− k.
On the other hand, suppose H contains a compliant cycle γ of length 2m+ n− k. Every cycle in H is
the concatenation of paths R0,R1, . . . ,Rn−1, where for each index i, either Ri = Pi or Ri =Q i . Because γ is
compliant, γ cannot contain both Pi and Pj , for any edge i j of G. Thus, the set of indices I = {i | Ri = Pi}
is an independent set in G. Straightforward calculation implies |I |= k. 
We now convert H into a directed graph H ′ embedded on a more complex surface S as follows. Let f
be the face of H bounded by paths P0, P1, . . . , Pn−1. For each edge i j of the original graph G, let αi j
and α ji denote two small simple closed curves, respectively passing through vertices [i j] and [ ji] of H,
and otherwise in the interior of f . To define both the new graph H ′ and the surface S, we remove the
interiors of all curves αi j and then identify each curve αi j with its twin α ji , so that vertices [i j] and [ ji]
are identified and the resulting surface S is orientable. The resulting surface S has genus m.
Lemma 5.6. For any integer `, there is a simple compliant cycle of length ` in H if and only if there is a
simple cycle of length ` in H ′ that is contractible in S.
Proof: First, let γ be any simple cycle in H. The edges in H ′ are in one-to-one correspondence with
edges in H, and sequence of edges corresponding to γ defines a closed walk γ′ in H ′ with the same length
at γ. Because the construction of H ′ and S only involves surgery on the interior of the single face f , the
corresponding closed walk γ′ in H is contractible in S. Finally, if γ is compliant, then γ′ is simple.
Now let γ′ be a simple contractible cycle in H ′. For each edge i j of the original graph G, the curve
αi j = α ji intersects H ′ at exactly one vertex [i j] = [ ji] and therefore crosses γ′ at most once. Because γ′
is contractible, γ′ crosses every closed curve in S an even number of times. It follows that γ′ does hot
cross any curve αi j. Thus, the corresponding sequence of edges in H defines a simple cycle γ. Finally,
because γ′ visits each vertex [i j] = [ ji] at most once, γ is compliant. 
Theorem 5.7. Finding the shortest simple contractible cycle in a directed surface graph is NP-hard.
The statement and proof of Lemma 5.6 still hold without further modification if we replace every
instance of the word “contractible” with the word “bounding” or “separating”. Indeed, every bounding
cycle in H ′ is actually contractible.
Theorem 5.8. Finding the shortest simple bounding cycle in a directed surface graph is NP-hard.
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6 Shortest Contractible Closed Walks: The Easy Cases
Now we describe polynomial-time algorithms to find a shortest contractible closed walk in a directed
surface graph with weighted edges. For this problem, it will prove convenient to treat input graphs
as undirected, but with asymmetric edge weights, as proposed by Cabello et al. [10]. That is, each
undirected edge uv in the input graph is composed of two darts uv and vu with independent weights;
a walk is alternating series of vertices and darts; and the length of a walk is the sum of the weights
of its darts, counted with appropriate multiplicity. We also assume without loss of generality that the
given embedding of G is cellular, meaning every face is homeomorphic to an open disk. Both of these
assumptions can be enforced by adding at most O(n+ β) directed edges with (symbolically) infinite
weight, where β is the first Betti number of the underlying surface. Finally, to avoid issues with negative
cycles, we assume all edge weights are non-negative.
All orientable 2-manifolds can be partitioned into four classes, depending on the structure of their
fundamental group.
• The sphere and the disk have trivial fundamental groups.
• The annulus and the torus have abelian fundamental groups.
• Every surface with boundary has a free fundamental group.
• Every surface without boundary and with genus at least 2 has a hyperbolic fundamental group.
All closed curves on the sphere or the disk are contractible, so our problem is trivial for those surfaces.
We develop a separate polynomial-time algorithm for each of the other three classes.
Our algorithm for the annulus and the torus, described in Section 6.1, constructs a finite relevant
portion G of the universal cover of the input graph, and then finds the shortest directed cycle in G using a
recent algorithm of Mozes et al. [56]. Our algorithm for surfaces with boundary, described in Section 6.2,
exploits an observation by Smikun [62] and Muller and Schupp [57] that the set of trivial words for any
finitely-generated free group is a context-free language. After carefully labeling the input graph, we
invoke an algorithm of Barrett et al. [3] that finds the shortest walk in a given graph whose structure is
consistent with a given context-free grammar. We defer discussion of the hyperbolic case to Section 7.
6.1 Annulus and Torus (Abelian)
The universal cover bG of a surface graph G is an infinite planar graph, constructed by tiling the plane
with an infinite number of copies of a disk called the fundamental domain, obtained by cutting the
underlying surface along a system of loops [26, 50] or a system of arcs [32]. A closed walk in G is
contractible if and only if it is the projection of a closed walk in bG. Thus, the shortest contractible walk
in G is the projection of the shortest directed cycle in bG.
Corollary 3.6 implies that we can find the shortest contractible closed walk in G by searching a
relevant region G of bG, assembled from a finite copies of the fundamental domain, and just large enough
to contain at least one lift of every closed walk of length m= O(n) in G. The assembled graph G is planar,
so we can find the shortest directed cycle in O(n log logn) time, where n is the number of vertices in G,
using the recent algorithm of Mozes et al. [56].
This approach immediately gives us efficient algorithms when the fundamental group of the underlying
surface is abelian. There are only two such surfaces:
Theorem 6.1. Given a directed graph G with n vertices and non-negatively weighted edges embedded on
the annulus, we can find the shortest contractible closed walk in G in O(n2 log logn) time.
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Proof: We can compute an appropriate fundamental domain in O(n) time by slicing the annulus along
any path in G between the two boundaries of the annulus. G consists of at most O(n) copies of the
fundamental domain and thus has complexity O(n2). 
Theorem 6.2. Given a directed graph G with n vertices and non-negatively weighted edges embedded on
the torus, we can find the shortest contractible closed walk in G in O(n3 log logn) time.
Proof: We can compute an appropriate fundamental domain in O(n) time by slicing the surface along
any system of loops [26,50]. G consists of at most O(n2) copies of the fundamental domain and thus has
complexity O(n3). 
In principle, we can use the same covering-space approach to find shortest contractible closed walks
in graphs on arbitrary surfaces. Unfortunately, for every nontrivial surface other than the annulus and
the torus, covering all paths of length m requires exponentially many copies of the fundamental domain.
6.2 Surfaces with Boundary (Free)
The fundamental group of a surface with genus g and b > 0 boundary cycles is a free group with
β = 2g + b − 1 generators. Smikun [62] and Muller and Schupp [57] observed that the set of trivial
words for any finitely-generated free group is a context-free language.3
This observation allows us to reduce finding shortest contractible walks on surfaces with boundary
to the CFG shortest path problem, introduced by Yannakakis [64]. Given a directed graph G with
weighted edges, a labeling `: E(G)→ Σ∪ {"} for some finite set Σ, and a context-free grammar G over
the alphabet Σ, the CFG shortest path problem asks for the shortest walk (if any) in G whose label is in
the language generated by G. An algorithm of Barrett et al. [3] solves the CFG shortest path problem in
O(NPn3) time, where N and P are the numbers of nonterminals and productions in G, respectively, and
n is the number of vertices in G, when the grammar G is in Chomsky normal form and all edge weights
in G are non-negative. (Their algorithm was extended to graphs with negative edges but no negative
cycles by Bradford and Thomas [4].)
Theorem 6.3. Given a directed graph G with m non-negatively weighted edges, embedded on a surface S
with boundary with first Betti number β , we can find the shortest contractible closed walk in G in O(β5m3)
time.
Proof: Our algorithm begins by constructing a system of dual arcs for G—a collection of boundary-to-
boundary paths α1,α2, . . . ,αβ in G
∗ that cut the underlying surface S into a disk. Such a system can be
constructed in O(gn) time [32], using a natural variant of Eppstein’s tree-cotree construction of systems
of loops [26]. If necessary, we subdivide the edges of G (introducing parallel edges into G∗) so that these
dual arcs are simple and edge-disjoint, as described by Cabello and Mohar [12] for systems of loops. After
subdivision, G has at most βm edges and therefore (because G is symmetric) at most βm vertices. We
arbitrarily direct each arc αi. Finally, we label each directed edge of G with a generator ai if it crosses
the corresponding dual arc αi from left to right, with an inverse generator a¯i if it crosses αi from right to
left, and with the empty string otherwise.
Any closed walk in G is naturally labeled with a string obtained by concatenating the labels of its
edges in order. A closed walk is contractible if and only if its label can be reduced to the empty string by
3More generally, both Smikun and Muller and Schupp proved that the set of trivial words for a finitely-presented group is a
context-free language if and only if the group has a free subgroup with finite index.
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repeatedly removing substrings of the form aa¯ or a¯a, where a is a generator and a¯ is its inverse. The set
of all such reducible strings is generated by the following Chomsky normal form context-free grammar G:
I→ II | A1A¯1 | A¯1A1 | A2A¯2 | A¯2A2 | · · · | Aβ A¯β | A¯βAβ
Ai → ai | AiI | IAi for all i
A¯i → ai | A¯iI | IA¯i for all i
Specifically, the starting nonterminal I generates reducible strings; each non-terminal Ai generates strings
that reduce to the corresponding generator ai; each barred non-terminal A¯i generates strings that reduce
to the corresponding inverse generator a¯i .
We are now left with instance of the CFG shortest path problem with N = 2β + 1 non-terminals and
P = 8β+1 productions in a graph with n= O(βm) vertices, which can be solved in O(NPn3) = O(β5m3)
time by the algorithm of Barrett et al. [3]. 
7 Shortest Contractible Closed Walks: The Hyperbolic Case
Finally, we describe our algorithm to compute shortest contractible closed walks on surfaces with no
boundary and with genus at least 2. All such surfaces have hyperbolic fundamental groups in the sense of
Gromov [41]; as observed by Dehn over a century ago [20], the most natural geometry for the universal
cover of these surfaces is the hyperbolic plane. (See Figure 7.2 below.)
Neither of the algorithms described in Section 6 apply to graphs on hyperbolic surfaces. As we
already mentioned, adapting the covering-space algorithm from Section 6.1 would require exponentially
many copies of the fundamental domain. (See Lemma 7.1 below.) On the other hand, the set of trivial
words for a hyperbolic group is not a context-free language [57], so we cannot apply our algorithm from
Section 6.2 directly. Nevertheless, we solve our problem by reduction to the CFG-shortest path algorithm
of Barrett et al. [3], by constructing a grammar that generates all sufficiently short contractible closed
walks in a certain canonical surface map.
Fix an undirected graph G embedded on an orientable surface S with genus g ≥ 2 and no boundary.
As in the previous section, we assume without loss of generality that G is symmetric, the embedding of G
is cellular, and all edge weights are non-negative.
7.1 Edge Labeling
The first step in our algorithm is to label the edges of G so that the labels along any closed walk encode its
homotopy type. In principle, we can derive such a labeling by reducing G to a system of loops [12, 24,50];
however, this labeling leads to a less efficient algorithm.4 Instead, we reduce G to a different canonical
surface decomposition called a system of quads, as proposed by Lazarus and Rivaud [51] and Erickson
and Whittlesey [34].
Let (T, L,C) be an arbitrary tree-cotree decomposition of G, which partitions the edges of G into
a spanning tree T , a spanning tree C∗ of the dual graph G∗, and exactly 2g leftover edges L [26].
Contracting every edge in T and deleting every edge in C reduces G to a system of loops, which has one
vertex a, one face f , and 2g loops L. To construct the system of quads Q, we introduce a new vertex z in
the interior of f , add edges between z and every corner of f , and then deleting the edges in L.
Next we label each directed edge e in G with a directed walk 〈e〉 in Q as follows. Every walk 〈e〉
starts and ends at a and thus has even length. If e ∈ T , then 〈e〉 is the empty walk. Otherwise, after
contracting T , edge e connects two corners of f ; we define 〈e〉 as the walk of length 2 in Q from the back
4See footnote 5.
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corner of e, to z, and then to the front corner of e. (If e ∈ L, there are two possibilities for 〈e〉; choose
one arbitrarily.)
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b
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d
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b
c
d z
Figure 7.1. Le: A fundamental polygon for a surface of genus 2, obtained by contracting a spanning tree and cutting along a
system of loops. Right: Mapping a directed non-tree edge to a path of length 2 in the corresponding system of quads.
Finally, for any closed walk ω in G, let 〈ω〉 denote the closed walk in Q obtained by concatenating
of the labels of edges in ω. The closed walks ω and 〈ω〉 are freely homotopic in S; in particular, ω is
contractible if and only if 〈ω〉 is contractible. Moreover, the number of edges in 〈ω〉 is at most twice the
number of edges in ω.
The universal cover bQ of a system of quads Q is isomorphic to a regular tiling of the hyperbolic plane
by quadrilaterals meeting at vertices of degree 4g; see Figure 7.2. The covering map from bQ to Q is a
graph homomorphism (mapping vertices to vertices and edges to edges), which at the risk of confusing
the reader, we also denote 〈·〉: bQ→Q. A closed walk in Q is contractible if and only if it is the projection
of a closed walk in bQ. Thus, a closed walk ω in G is contractible if and only if there is a closed walk Òω
in bQ such that 〈Òω〉= 〈ω〉.
Figure 7.2. The universal cover of a genus-2 system of quads. (Compare with Figure 7.1.)
7.2 Hyperbolic Geometry
Our algorithm exploits two well-known geometric properties of regular hyperbolic tilings: the area of
any ball in a hyperbolic tiling grows exponentially with its radius [40,53], and the area enclosed by any
simple cycle grows at most linearly with the cycle’s length [21, 22]. In particular, we rely on the following
immediate corollary of these two properties: The distance from any point in the interior of a simple cycle
in a regular hyperbolic tiling is at most logarithmic in the length of that cycle; see Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3. Simple closed curves in hyperbolic tilings have logarithmic in-radius.
Classical results already imply this qualitative behavior for all regular hyperbolic tilings; indeed,
Chepoi et al. [17] have derived tight asymptotic bounds. However, we require precise bounds for growth,
isoperimetry, and in-radius in the specific tiling bQ, because the running time of our eventual algorithm
depends exponentially on the constants in those bounds.
Fix an arbitrary vertex ba of bQ called the basepoint. For any positive integer r, let n(r ) denote the
number of vertices in bQ at distance exactly r from ba, and let N(r ) denote the number of vertices at
distance at most r from ba.
Lemma 7.1. N(r)∼ βλr for some constants 1< β < 2 and 4g−3< λ < 4g−2. In particular, N(r)≥ λr
for all r ≥ 0.
Proof: Every node at distance r from the basepoint has either zero or one neighbors at distance r − 1
from the basepoint. Thus, we can write n(r) = n1(r) + n2(r), where each ni(r) is the number of nodes
at distance r that have i neighbors at distance r − 1. We immediately have n1(1) = 4g and n2(1) = 0.
Floyd and Plotnick [36] prove that these functions satisfy the following recurrence:
n1(r)
n2(r)

=

4g − 3 4g − 4
1 1

n1(r − 1)
n2(r − 1)

=

4g − 3 4g − 4
1 1
r−1 
4g
0

(Moran [55] derives similar recurrences for a slightly different growth function.) Standard techniques
now imply that n(r) = α(λr − λ¯r) for some constant α, where λ and λ¯ = 1/λ are the roots of the
polynomial z2 − (4g − 2)z + 1; specifically, we have
α=
Æ
g/(g − 1), λ= 2g − 1+ 2Æg(g − 1), λ¯= 2g − 1− 2Æg(g − 1).
Straightforward calculation implies 4g − 3 < λ < 4g − 2. It follows that N(r) ∼ βλr , where 1 < β =
α/(1− λ¯)< 2.
Moreover, a straightforward but tedious induction argument implies that n1(r)≥ λr and n2(r+1)≥ λr
for all r ≥ 1. We conclude that N(r)≥ n1(r)≥ λr for all r ≥ 1; the remaining case r = 0 is trivial. 
Lemma 7.2. Any simple cycle of length L in bQ has less than 3L/2 faces of bQ in its interior.
Proof: Our proof follows the “spur and bracket” analysis of Erickson and Whittlesey [34, Section 4.2],
which is based in turn on results of Gersten and Short [38].
Let γ be a nontrivial simple cycle in bQ, without loss of generality oriented counterclockwise around
its interior faces (if any). The turn of any vertex of γ is the number of interior tiles incident to v that
locally lie to the left of γ. A (left) bracket is a subpath of γ whose first and last vertices have turn 1 and
whose intermediate vertices have turn 2. A discrete curvature argument, ultimately based on Euler’s
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formula, implies that any γ has at least four brackets [38, Corollary 5.1] [34, Lemma 4.1]. In particular, γ
has at least four distinct vertices with turn 1.
Let L(γ) denote the number of edges in γ, let A(γ) denote the number of interior tiles enclosed by γ,
and let Φ(γ) = 2t1+ t2, where t i denotes the number of vertices of γ with turn i. Trivially, Φ(γ)≤ 2L(γ).
We can reduce the length of γ by sliding a bracket, as shown in Figure 7.4. Intuitively, sliding a
bracket of length ` replaces a subpath of length `+ 2 around three sides of a 1× ` rectangle of tiles with
a path of length ` around the fourth side of that rectangle. This replacement removes the turn-1 vertices
at the ends of the bracket, changes the turns of the vertices in the interior bracket from 2 to 4g − 2, and
decreases the turns of the vertices adjacent to the bracket by 1.
y–1
–2–2–2–2
x–1
122221
x y
Figure 7.4. Removing a bracket; vertex labels are turns (modulo 4g).
Sliding a bracket creates a spur (an edge followed by its reversal) if and only if that bracket is adjacent
to a vertex with turn 1, and thus another bracket with length 1. The only simple cycle that contains two
consecutive length-1 brackets is the boundary of a single tile. Thus, either γ is a single tile boundary, or
removing the shortest bracket yields a shorter simple cycle γ′. In the latter case, we immediately have
L(γ′) = L(γ)− 2, A(γ′) = A(γ)− `, and Φ(γ′)≤ Φ(γ)− `− 1,
where ` is the length of the bracket. It follows by induction that γ can be reduced to a single tile boundary
by a sequence of L(γ)/2− 2 bracket slides, and
A(γ) = 1+
∑
i
`i and Φ(γ)≥ 4+
∑
i
(`i + 1)
where `i is the length of the ith bracket. We conclude that 1 + A(γ) + L(γ)/2 ≤ Φ(γ) ≤ 2L(γ), and
therefore A(γ)≤ 3L(γ)/2− 1. 
Lemma 7.3. Any simple cycle of length L in bQ has less than 2L/g vertices of bQ in its interior.
Proof: The dual of bQ is another regular tiling bQ∗ of the hyperbolic plane by 4g-gons, meeting 4 at each
vertex. A classical lemma of Dehn [21, 22] (see also Lyndon and Schupp [52]) implies that any closed
walk γ∗ in the dual tiling bQ∗ contains either a spur or at least 4g − 2 consecutive edges of some tile. It
follows by induction that γ∗ encloses at most L(γ∗)/(2g − 1) tiles in bQ∗.
Now let γ be a simple cycle in the original tiling bQ. Offsetting γ slightly into its interior yields a
closed curve γ∗ that visits every face in the interior of γ at most twice; we can regard γ∗ as a closed walk
in the dual tiling bQ∗. The previous lemma implies L(γ∗)< 3L(γ). Each vertex of bQ in the interior of γ is
dual to a unique face of bQ∗ enclosed by γ∗. We conclude that γ encloses at most 3L(γ)/(2g − 1)< 2L/g
interior vertices. 
The main result of this section now follows from Lemma 7.3 and the exact lower bound in Lemma 7.1.
Lemma 7.4. Let γ be a simple cycle in bQ with length at most L. Every tiling vertex in the interior of γ has
distance at most ρ = dlogλ(2L/g)e from at least one vertex of γ.
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7.3 Triangulation
Now let ω be a closed walk in bQ with a distinguished vertex ba called its basepoint. Following Muller and
Schupp [57], we define a k-triangulation ofω to be a continuous map T from a reference triangulation T
of a simple polygon P to bQ with the following properties:
• T maps vertices of P to vertices of ω.
• T maps a distinguished edge of P, called the root edge, to the basepoint ba.
• T maps the boundary of P continuously onto the walk ω; in particular, every edge of P except the
root edge is mapped to a single edge of ω.
• Finally, T maps each diagonal edge in T to a walk of length at most k in bQ.
This map is not necessarily an embedding, even locally. The diagonal walks may intersect each other
or ω, even if ω is a simple cycle; moreover, some diagonal walks may have length zero if ω is not simple.
Figure 7.5. Any closed walk in a hyperbolic tiling can be “triangulated” by paths of logarithmic length.
Lemma 7.5. Every simple cycle of length L in bQ has a (2ρ + 2)-triangulation, where ρ = dlogλ(2L/g)e.
Proof: For the moment, let γ be a simple cycle of length L in bQ, and let Γ denote the closed disk bounded
by γ. Intuitively, we construct a “Delaunay triangulation” of the vertices of γ inside the disk Γ .
For each tiling vertex x in Γ , let nn(x ) denote its nearest neighbor on γ, measuring distance by
counting edges in bQ and breaking ties arbitrarily. In particular, if x ∈ γ, then nn(x) = x . Lemma 7.4
implies that the distance from any vertex x to its nearest neighbor nn(x) is at most ρ.
Arbitrarily triangulate each tile of Γ to obtain a triangulation ∆, and let M denote the set of all edges
x y in ∆ such that nn(x) 6= nn(y). (Intuitively, the duals of edges in M form a “discrete medial axis”
of Γ [5].) For each edge x y in M , let σ(x , y) denote any shortest path in bQ (not in ∆!) from nn(x) to
nn(y). (In particular, if x y is an edge of γ, then σ(x , y) = x y.) The triangle inequality implies that
each shortest path σ(x y) has length at most 2ρ + 2.5
The shortest paths {σ(x , y) | x y ∈ M(γ)} are the diagonal paths of a (2ρ + 2)-triangulation of γ.
Specifically, for every triangle x yz in ∆ whose vertices have three distinct nearest neighbors, the shortest
paths σ(x , y), σ(y, z), and σ(x , z) define a triangle 4(x yz) in the (2ρ + 2)-triangulation. 
Lemma 7.6. Every closed walk of length L in bQ has a (2ρ + 2)-triangulation, where ρ = dlogλ(2L/g)e.
5A nearly identical argument implies that for any t > 1, any simple cycle of length L in a regular hyperbolic tiling by
2t-gons has a (2ρ + t)-triangulation, for some appropriate inradius function ρ = O(logλ L). Unfortunately, the +t term in the
triangulation constant implies a gO(t) factor in the complexity of our context-free grammar, and therefore in the running time of
our algorithm. In particular, using a system of loops would lead to an extra gO(g) factor in the running time.
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Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on L. Let ω be any closed walk of length L. If ω is a simple
cycle, we can defer to the previous lemma, so assume otherwise. There are two cases to consider.
First, suppose ω contains a spur xyx , and let ω′ be the walk obtained by removing that spur.
The induction hypothesis implies that γ′ has a (2ρ + 2)-triangulation T′. There are two subcases to
consider; see the top row of Figure 7.6.
• If T contains the path σ(xz), we can transform T into a (2ρ + 2)-triangulation of ω by expanding
σ(yz) into two triangles 4(yz y) and 4(y x y).
• Otherwise, the triangulation T′ must contain the path σ(wz) between the neighbors of x on ω′,
either as an edge of ω or as a diagonal path. We can transform T′ into a (2ρ + 2)-triangulation of
ω by replacing the triangle 4(wxz) with three triangles 4(wxz), 4(wx x), and 4(x x y).
In either case, each new diagonal path is either empty or a duplicate of some path in T′, and thus has
length at most 2ρ + 2.
y
x
z z
x x x
w z w z
x x
y
x x
x x xx x xx
Figure 7.6. Top: Extending a k-triangulation across a spur. Bottom: Merging two k-triangulations across a repeated vertex.
Now supposeω does not contain a spur, but does contain a repeated vertex x . We can partitionω into
two smaller closed walks ω1 and ω2 with a common vertex x . The induction hypothesis implies that ω1
and ω2 have (2ρ+2)-triangulations T1 and T2. We can merge T1 and T2 into a (2ρ+2)-triangulation T
of ω by duplicating x and inserting new diagonal paths. There are three subcases to consider, depending
on whether x is the endpoint of a diagonal path in both, only one, or neither of T1 and T2; see the bottom
row of Figure 7.6. Again, each new diagonal path is either empty or a duplicate of some path in T1 or T2,
and thus has length at most 2ρ + 2.
In all cases, we obtain a (2ρ + 2)-triangulation of the original walk ω. 
7.4 Context-Free Grammar
Now finally we reach the key component of our algorithm: the construction of a small context-free
grammar G such that the shortest contractible closed walk in G is also the shortest walk whose label
is in the language generated by G. Our construction is essentially the same as that of Muller and
Schupp [57, Theorem 1], but with more careful analysis.
Lemma 7.7. For any positive integer L, there is a context-free grammar G in Chomsky normal form with
O(g2L2) non-terminals, such that (1) Every string generated by G describes a contractible closed walk in Q,
and (2) every contractible closed walk in Q of length at most L is generated by G.
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Proof: As in the previous proofs, let ρ = dlogλ(2L/g)e.
The alphabet Σ of G consists of all 8g darts in the system of quads Q.
Call a homotopy class of walks in Q short if it contains a walk of length at most 2ρ + 2. The
non-terminals of G correspond to short homotopy classes of walks in Q. More formally, fix an arbitrary
lift ba of a and an arbitrary lift bz of z. Each short homotopy class corresponds to a unique ordered pair
(bs,bt) of vertices in bQ, where bs ∈ {ba,bz} and the shortest-path distance from bs to bt in bQ is at most 2ρ + 2.
Thus, the number of short homotopy classes, and therefore the number of non-terminals in G, is at most
2N(2ρ + 2) = O(λ2ρ+2) ≤ O(λ2 logλ(2L/g)+4) = O((2L/g)2λ4) = O(g2L2)
by Lemma 7.1 and the definition of ρ. (Moreover, Lemma 7.1 implies that the constant hidden in the
final O( ) bound is at most 8.)
The starting non-terminal of G is the homotopy class of contractible walks in G that start and end
at a, represented by the vertex pair (ba, ba).
Non-terminal productions in G correspond to pairs of short homotopy classes whose concatenation is
also a short homotopy class. Specifically, if α and β are walks in short homotopy classes A and B, and
their concatenation α · β is in short homotopy class C , then G contains the production C → AB. There
are trivially at most |N |2 = O(g4L4) non-terminal productions.6
There are 8g terminal productions A→ d in G, one for (the homotopy class of) each dart d in Q. We
deliberately exclude "-productions from G to avoid generating the empty string.
Every string generated by the nonterminal (bs,bt) is the projection of a non-empty walk from bs to bt
in bQ; all such walks are in the same (short) homotopy class. In particular, every string generated by the
starting non-terminal (ba, ba) is a non-empty contractible walk in Q from a to a.
On the other hand, let ω be any non-empty closed walk of length at most L in bQ. Lemma 7.6 implies
that γ has a (2ρ+2)-triangulation T. The dual tree of this triangulation is a parse tree for ω. Specifically,
the (weak) dual of the reference triangulation T is a binary tree T ∗. Direct the dual of the root edge of T
into the polygon, and direct every other edge of T ∗ away from the root. For each edge of T , label the
head of its directed dual edge with the homotopy class of its image in bQ. With this labeling, T ∗ is a parse
tree for 〈ω〉 with respect to G. 
Theorem 7.8. Let G be a directed graph with m non-negatively weighted edges, embedded on the orientable
surface of genus g with no boundary. We can compute the shortest contractible closed walk in G in O(g6m9)
time.
Proof: We construct the system of quads Q and label the edges of G in O(m) time. If necessary, subdivide
edges of G so that each edge is labeled with either the empty walk or a single dart in Q. After subdivision,
G has at most 2m edges, and therefore (because G is symmetric) at most 2m vertices.
Then we build a context-free grammar G that generates only contractible walks in Q and generates
all non-empty contractible walks in Q of length at most 2m, as described in Lemma 7.7. This grammar
has N = O(g2m2) nonterminals and P = O(g4m4) productions. Corollary 3.6 implies that the shortest
contractible walk in G has length at most 2m, and therefore has a label of length at most 2m. It follows
that G generates the label of the shortest contractible walk in G.
Finally, we compute the shortest closed walk in G whose label is generated by G, using the CFG-
shortest-path algorithm of Barrett et al. [3], in O(NP(n′)3) = O(g6m9) time. 
Acknowledgements. The first author would like thank Tillmann Miltzow for asking an annoying
question that led to this work, and to apologize for still being unable to answer it.
6We believe the number of non-terminal productions is actually Θ(g3L3); however, this refinement would only improve our
final running time to O(g5m8), which doesn’t seem worth the trouble.
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